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Dear Pennsylvanians:

One of the most important duties that has been entrusted to me as State Treasurer is the management of the  
Pennsylvania 529 College Savings Program.  Pennsylvania’s Program offers two plans: the PA 529 Guaranteed Savings  
Plan (GSP), in which growth is tied to the rate of college tuition inflation, and the PA 529 Investment Plan (IP), in which 
investment returns are determined by financial markets.  Each Plan offers families a great way to tackle one of the biggest 
financial challenges they face – providing their children with higher education, whether it is a trade or career school, a  
four-year college, or even post-graduate school.  

The benefits of higher education – for the individual as well as society – are well known, including increased lifetime  
earnings, increased job satisfaction, increased likelihood of getting and keeping a job, and increased chances of producing 
well-rounded and engaged citizens.  But the burden of paying for that education is tough, and preparing to meet that burden 
by saving early  – and over a long period – can make all the difference.  

Since taking office in January 2009, I’ve focused on two priorities for Pennsylvania’s Program:  increasing public  
participation in the Program and making it even better.  This report shows we have already made significant progress  
on both fronts.  

Compared to fiscal year 2008-09, this fiscal year there was: 
• A 32 percent increase in the number of new PA 529 GSP accounts opened,
• A 5.8 percent increase in the total number of PA 529 accounts, growing to 150,137,
• An 18.9 percent increase in combined Program assets, growing to $1.897 billion, 
• A 9.6 percent increase in contributions, totaling $312,238,000,
• A 13.62 percent investment return for the PA 529 GSP Fund (compared to prior fiscal year loss of -16.59  
   percent and actuarial assumption of 8.25 percent), 
• A strong range of returns for the PA 529 IP investment options (from 6.46 to 17.19 percent) on all  non-money  
   market options  (compared to mostly negative prior fiscal year returns),
• A 14.7 percent increase in the number of students using their accounts for higher education expenses  
   and a 15.3 percent increase in the amount paid, 
• A strong recovery in the actuarial funding of the PA 529 GSP marked by a 30 percent reduction in the  PA 529 GSP  
   actuarial deficit in fiscal year 2009-10, lifting the actuarial status from a low of  70.36  percent as of March 31, 2009,  
   to 93.62 percent as of September 2010.

Additionally, PA 529 IP account expenses were lowered by as much as 30 percent on July 1, 2010.  Most account owners  
will pay 0.53 percent or less in fees, compared with 0.70 percent previously, a 24 percent decrease.  

We are proud of these achievements, and on behalf of the entire Advisory Board, I am pleased to present this Pennsylvania 
529 College Savings Program Annual Report for 2010.

Yours in service,

Rob McCord
Pennsylvania State Treasurer

529 COLLEGE SAVINGS PROGRAM
TREASURY

P E N N S Y L VA N I A
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BRIEF PROGRAM OVERVIEW.

The Pennsylvania 529 College Savings Program was authorized by Act 11 of 1992.   It provides one of the best ways 
to save for college.  It is an easy and tax-efficient way to make college affordable.  To meet the needs of nearly anyone 
who wishes to invest for college, Pennsylvania offers two distinct plans, the Pennsylvania 529 Guaranteed Savings 
Plan (GSP) and the Pennsylvania 529 Investment Plan (IP). 

The PA 529 GSP is a lower-risk way to save.  Principal is protected and, when used for college, growth is based on 
college tuition inflation – not the financial markets.  For example, if a family has saved enough for four years of 
tuition at Penn State, it will be worth four years of tuition at Penn State in the future – no matter how much tuition 
has gone up in the meantime.  Families don’t have to worry about a market downturn right when they need to use 
their funds.  Investments are overseen by the Pennsylvania Treasury.  

The PA 529 IP is a mutual fund-based investment product that allows investors to customize their college  
savings to meet their personal savings goals, time frames, budgets, and tolerances for investment risk.  The  
PA 529 IP invests in a wide variety of investment vehicles from The Vanguard Group.  The PA 529 IP offers 13  
different investment options, with varying asset allocations, ranging from 100 percent equities to inflation  
protected securities and money markets.  

Both Plans provide the same great advantages.
• Tax deferral and exemption.  Earnings are tax-deferred for both federal and Pennsylvania income  
    taxes, and, when used for qualified higher education expenses, earnings are tax-free. 

• Pennsylvania income tax deduction.  Contributions to both plans are deductible from taxable state  
    income up to $13,000 per beneficiary each year.  For a married couple with two incomes of $13,000  
    or more each, the deduction could total $26,000 per child.

• Federal gift and estate tax advantages.  Contributions up to $65,000 can be made in a single year     
    ($130,000 for a married couple filing jointly) for each beneficiary and prorated over five years for  
    federal gift and estate tax purposes.  And, while the contributions are considered a completed gift  
    and are no longer part of the contributor’s estate, the contributor (if the account owner) retains  
    complete control – including the ability to take the contribution back at any time and use it for  
    any purpose (subject to applicable taxes and penalties).

• Pennsylvania inheritance tax exemption.  Assets in a PA 529 account are not subject to Pennsylvania 
    inheritance tax, which, depending on who the heirs are, could be a savings of up to 15 percent of  
    the assets.  

• No income restrictions.  Unlike most other tax advantages for saving (like the American Opportunity 
    Credits, formerly the Hope Credit or the Lifetime Learning Credit, and Roth IRAs), there are no  
    income restrictions limiting who can take advantage of section 529 plans’ tax advantages. 
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• Federal bankruptcy protection.  Assets in a PA 529 account are protected in federal bankruptcy  
    proceedings, depending on when contributions were made and the value of the account.  

• Protection from creditors.  Assets in a PA 529 account are protected in state court proceedings from  
    creditors of the account owner or the beneficiary.

• State financial aid advantage.  Assets in a PA 529 account are not counted in determining state financial 
   aid eligibility.  So PA 529 savings will not disqualify otherwise eligible students from getting Pennsylvania  
   grants – or reduce the amount of the grants.  

• Tuition discounts at over 260 private colleges.  Through the Program’s arrangements with SAGE  
    Scholars, tuition discounts, like “frequent flyer miles” for college tuition, are earned based on the value  
    of the PA 529 College Savings Program account.  Discounts can be earned of up to one year of tuition  
    (currently valued at $8,500 to $40,985 – depending on the school). 

• Cash back rewards.  Account owners can link their PA 529 accounts to a Upromise Rewards program  
    account.  Through the Rewards program, families can earn cash back on qualified purchases from some  
    of America’s leading companies, including grocery stores, drug stores, gas stations, restaurants, retail  
    stores, and online shopping sites.  The cash back earned can be automatically invested in their PA 529  
    accounts on a quarterly basis.

AUTHORITY FOR AND PURPOSE OF THE ANNUAL REPORT.

The statute authorizing the establishment of the Program created an Advisory Board and requires both that 
Board and Pennsylvania Treasury to submit annual reports to the Governor and the General Assembly.  Pursuant 
to those requirements, the Advisory Board and Pennsylvania State Treasurer Rob McCord have prepared this  
report for the period of  July 1, 2009, through June 30, 2010.  Adoption and submission of this report was 
approved by the Advisory Board at its November 16, 2010, meeting.  

PROGRAM ADMINISTRATION.

The law authorizing the PA 529 College Savings Program charged the Pennsylvania Treasury with  
establishing and administering the Program and required Treasury to create the Tuition Account Program  
Bureau (Program Bureau) to administer the Program.  Investment management for the PA 529 GSP is overseen  
by Treasury and its investment advisors and asset managers.  The PA 529 IP contributions are invested in  
Vanguard mutual funds – with oversight by Treasury.  Record-keeping and processing functions for both the  
PA 529 GSP and PA 529 IP plans are performed by Upromise, Inc., with close supervision by the Program Bureau.  
Customer service for the PA 529 GSP is handled by the Program Bureau staff.  Until July 1, 2010, customer service 
for the PA 529 IP was performed by Vanguard.  However, as of that date, that function was transferred to the  
Program Bureau as part of the basis for achieving the PA 529 IP fee reduction.
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Rob McCord, Pennsylvania State Treasurer

PA 529 GSP WAS FINANCIALLY SUCCESSFUL.

The guarantee described.
The PA 529 GSP provides a unique way to save for college.  It preserves principal while guaranteeing that, when 
used for qualified higher education expenses, contributions (adjusted for premiums and fees, if any) will increase at 
the same rate as tuition inflation at any one of several “Tuition Levels.”  Tuition Levels are simply the type of school 
(Community College, State System of Higher Education, State-Related, Private Four-year Colleges, and Ivy League 
Colleges) or a specific Pennsylvania publicly-funded school for which an account owner is saving.  It is important 
to note, however, that this guarantee is NOT backed by the full faith and credit of the Commonwealth.  Meeting the 
guarantee is the obligation of the PA 529 GSP Fund itself, and not of the Commonwealth’s taxpayers.

Because of the guarantee, the investment return actually earned by the Fund on account contributions (an  
account’s “Market Value Returns”) is NOT the growth that most account owners will see.  The vast majority of 
accounts are used for qualified higher education expenses; the growth that those accounts receive is the rate that 
tuition has increased from when the contribution was made until when it is used (an account’s “Tuition Inflation 
Growth”).  A small percentage of accounts are closed and the funds used for non-qualified purposes.  Those  
accounts get the lesser of the Market Value or the Tuition Inflation Value, but, if that amount is less than the  
principal, they get the principal.   

PA 529 GSP Fund targeted investment returns and asset allocations.
In order to be able to meet the Plan’s guarantee, the PA 529 GSP Fund investment returns must meet or exceed 
tuition inflation and program expenses – over the long-term.  In some years the Fund may underperform tuition  
inflation and expenses and in other years it may exceed them.  But, since the Plan is designed to continue 
indefinitely, the long-term performance is most significant. 

In consultation with its investment advisors and actuary, Treasury annually makes projections for both tuition 
inflation and investment returns – adjusting from year to year, if warranted, based on actual experience and market 
factors.  Tuition inflation projections vary by Tuition Levels.  For 2009-10, Treasury projected that tuition  
inflation would range from a low of 3.5 percent at Community Colleges to a high of 6.75 percent at Pitt and Penn 
State and that overall tuition inflation weighted by the Tuition Level at which families are saving would be 5.76  
percent – again over the long-term and as an average.  Based on that projection and in consultation with its  
investment advisors, Treasury set a long-term annual Fund return rate goal of 8.25 percent.  Those projections 
remain the same for 2010-11, with the exception of the weighted overall tuition inflation, which dropped  
to 5.69 percent. 
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To achieve the investment return goal of 8.25 percent, Treasury invests the PA 529 GSP assets in cash, fixed income,  
equity, and alternative investments.  The target asset allocation bands are 0 – 5 percent in cash and cash equivalents,  
30 – 40 percent in fixed income, and 60 – 70 percent in equity and alternative investments.  The actual allocation as 
of June 30, 2010, is illustrated below.

PA 529 GSP Actual Asset Allocation
June 30, 2010

$644,172,283
55%

$61,826,420
5%

$114,579,540
10%$354,427,074

30%

� Equities   � Fixed Income  � Alternative  � Cash & Cash Equivalents

The addition of alternative asset managers was one of the most significant allocation decisions made in fiscal year 
2009-10.  In the current market, achieving the target return of 8.25 percent while maintaining sufficient liquidity 
and not taking undue risk is a challenge.  Treasury is investing about 10 percent of the PA 529 GSP Fund assets in  
alternative investments to maximize returns while minimizing risk.  While these funds are not expected to do as 
well as some others in an “up” market, they are also not expected to do as poorly in a “down” market; they are  
designed to moderate volatility.  For example, in the second quarter of 2010, U.S. stocks were down about 6 percent 
but the PA 529 GSP Fund’s alternative investments were up 1.25 percent.  The Plan’s alternative investments are 
well-diversified; they include 72 different asset classes globally.  Treasury believes that using them is helping   
“de-risk” the Plan’s portfolio. 
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PA 529 GSP contributions and assets grew.  

Contributions.  $154,942,000 was contributed into PA 529 GSP accounts for fiscal year 2009-10, the highest 
amount in the last five years.  The graph below shows the gross contributions by fiscal year.

PA 529 GSP Gross Contributions by Fiscal Year 
and % Year-Over-Year Changes
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This sustained contribution level is particularly remarkable in light of the economic conditions in the Commonwealth.    

Participants received $744,541 in contributions earned through the Upromise Rewards program.  Participants with 
linked Upromise accounts earn college savings through their everyday spending on items such as gas, dining out, and 
online shopping.  Since 2006, the total contributions into PA 529 GSP accounts earned through Upromise Rewards 
have been $2,869,292.  

Assets.  As of June 30, 2010, the assets were $1.175 billion – an increase of 12.3 percent over June 30, 2009 ($1.046 
billion).  The following graph illustrates the change in the Fund assets as of the end of each fiscal year since the Plan’s 
inception in September 1993.  

PA 529 GSP Assets Under Management as of June 30
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Investment performance.  The investment performance of the PA 529 GSP Fund for the fiscal year 
was strong - 13.62 percent (net of fees).  This  return substantially exceeded the target return of 8.25 percent,  
significantly improving the actuarial status of the Fund.  The Fund as a whole beat two out of four of its benchmarks 
(12.47 percent and 11.00 percent) and closely approximated the other two (13.68 percent and 13.91 percent).  Each  
of the asset types outperformed its benchmark net of fees.  The equity performance (including the alternative  
investments) was 14.62 percent compared to its benchmark of 13.86; fixed income achieved a return of 11.67 percent, 
significantly exceeding its benchmark of 6.20 percent; and the cash equivalent portion of the portfolio had a return 
of 1.51 percent versus a benchmark performance of 0.16 percent.  The graph below shows the one-year returns since 
the Plan’s inception.

PA 529 GSP Fund Performance as of June 30
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Returns of the PA 529 GSP Fund and growth seen by account owners were strong.
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Tuition inflation growth.  While the investment performance of the Fund is critical to the financial 
soundness of the Plan, the growth that account owners receive to cover college expenses is not based on that  
performance.  Instead, it is based on tuition inflation.  Tuition inflation varies by Tuition Level.  The graph below 
shows the increase in actual per-credit tuition costs for the five average Tuition Levels from the inception of the  
PA 529 GSP in 1993-94 through academic year 2010-11.  It also provides the annualized and cumulative tuition 
inflation rates.

Tuition Inflation by Year
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This graph approximates the growth that account owners realize depending on when contributions were made.  
Their growth may be somewhat less, however, depending on whether premiums were in place when contributions 
were made and on whether account maintenance fees were separately paid or deducted from their accounts.
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PA 529 GSP Fund actuarial status improved.
The actuarial status of the PA 529 GSP Fund improved considerably this fiscal year.  The actuarial status is a  
projection of whether the Plan is likely to be able to meet its obligations that existed on June 30 as they come due in 
the future.  The projection assumes that no new contributions are received and is based on numerous assumptions 
– most significantly investment returns (projected at 8.25 percent) and tuition inflation (projected at 3.50 to 6.75 
percent varying by Tuition Level).

The Plan improved from being 70.36 percent funded as of March 31, 2009, to 83.1 percent funded as of  
June 30, 2009, and 88.8 percent funded as of June 30, 2010.  It has continued to improve, hitting 93.62 percent  
funded status as of September 30, 2010.  Correspondingly, the projected actuarial deficit improved – from  
$403.4 million on March 31, 2009, to $154.9 million on June 30, 2010; by September, it was further reduced  
to $88.1 million.  

The improvement resulted, in part, from several aspects of the multi-pronged strategy for addressing the  
actuarial deficit, which Treasurer McCord began implementing early in the fiscal year.  

• Improved investment performance constituted the first and most important “prong.”  While many asset  
    managers retreated from equities in early 2009, Treasurer McCord chose to “stay invested” in stocks,  
    while also increasing asset diversification.  This fundamental decision dramatically helped the  
    PA 529 GSP.  Investment performance (13.62 percent) rose significantly above the actuarial assumption  
    of 8.25 percent and resulted in a $60.9 million reduction of the actuarial deficit.  

• Increased deposits and reinstated premiums constituted “prong two.”   Premiums are amounts included  
    in the PA 529 GSP Credit Rates that are in addition to the actual tuition being charged by schools.  They  
    help minimize the risk that tuition inflation will exceed the Fund’s investment performance.  Higher  
    premiums are included in rates for schools that have historically higher tuition inflation and that are  
    projected to have higher than average tuition inflation in the future.  For example, the premium for Penn    
    State is 8.0 percent, while there is no premium for Community Colleges or the State System of Higher  
    Education Universities.  Increasing contributions improves the actuarial status because, over the time  
    a contribution is held in an account, its investment return is projected to exceed its tuition inflation.   
    Contributions made in 2009-10, with their premiums, improved the actuarial status by $9.7 million. 

• A new and fairer asset-based fee formula constituted “prong three.”  The new asset-based fee on the 
   Tuition Inflation Value of an account more closely approximated the actual expenses of the Plan – and  
   avoided overcharging owners of smaller accounts.  Effective October 1, 2009, the account maintenance fee 
   went from $25 per account to an asset-based fee of 0.49 percent.  Most of the expenses of the Plan, such  
   as investment management fees, are asset-based.  Therefore, an account maintenance fee based on  
   asset size more equitably distributes the cost among all accounts, whether they are large or small, old  
   or new.  The asset-based fees improved the actuarial status by $48.1 million.
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By way of background, the Fund was more than 100 percent funded until the economic downturn in 2001-02 – 
hitting a low of 92.0 percent funded as of  June 30, 2003 – but recovered to 100 percent funded by June 30, 2006.  
However, the impact of the Great Recession can be seen starting in 2008.  In fact, the investment returns for fiscal 
year 2008-09 (-16.59 percent) were, by far, the worst in the Plan’s history.  The impact was worse than in 2003, with 
the funded status hitting a low of 70.36 percent as of March 31, 2009.  But, once again, the Fund is on the road to 
recovery with a funded status of 93.62 percent as of September 30, 2010.  

The PA 529 GSP remains a good, lower-risk college savings plan.
The Fund’s investment success, actuarial status, fees, and credit pricing mean that the Plan continues to be a  
lower-risk – but not risk-free – way to save for college.   Saving in the Plan is not risk free because its guarantee is 
backed by the PA 529 GSP Fund only.  However, as the Fund approaches being 100 percent funded, the risk is mini-
mized.  The fees, while higher than before, are modest, particularly in light of the risk involved and the returns that 
most account owners will realize.  

Historically, the growth achieved by account owners has been greater than growth that could have been achieved in 
numerous other investments.  The following graph compares the growth of $1,000 at various tuition levels over five 
and ten years with the returns of the S&P 500 and the Dow Jones Industrial Average.

Additionally, looking at the payments made for qualified withdrawals over the lifetime of the Plan shows that  
on average, account owners who have used their account for higher education expenses achieved a return of 
approximately 42 percent.
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PA 529 IP WAS FINANCIALLY SUCCESSFUL.

PA 529 IP investment options described.
The PA 529 IP offers 13 different investment options.  Ten are individual portfolios (including one socially  
responsible investment option) that have different allocations of equities, fixed income, and short-term reserves.  
These 10 portfolios are used to create three additional, age-based, options.  These age-based options (Aggressive, 
Moderate, and Conservative) automatically move the assets from the more aggressive individual portfolios to the 
more conservative individual portfolios as the beneficiary approaches college age.  All 13 options are invested, in 
varying percentages, in 6 underlying Vanguard mutual funds.  The chart below illustrates this structure.

20% Stocks
 80% Bonds

40% Stocks
 60% Bonds

60% Stocks
 40% Bonds

80% Stocks
 20% Bonds

100% Stocks

PA 529 IP Individual Portfolio  

Investment Option
PA 529 IP Age-Based Portfolio 

Investment Option
Asset Allocation Underlying Vanguard Mutual Fund

Aggressive Growth Portfolio  
(asset-based fee 0.53%)

Aggressive:  Age 5 & younger •  
85% Vanguard Institutional Total 
Stock Market Index Fund  
15% Vanguard Total International 
Stock Index Fund

Growth Portfolio  
(asset-based fee 0.53%)

Aggressive:  Age 6 - 10  
Moderate:  Age 5 & Younger

•  
• 

70% Vanguard Institutional Total 
Stock Market Index Fund  
10% Vanguard Total International 
Stock Index Fund  
20% Vanguard Total Bond Market II Index Fund 

Moderate Growth Portfolio  
(asset-based fee 0.52%)

Aggressive:  Ages 11 - 15  
Moderate:  Ages 6 - 10  

Conservative:  Age 5 & 
Younger

• 
• 

55% Vanguard Institutional Total 
Stock Market Index Fund  
5% Vanguard Total International Stock 
Index Fund 
40% Vanguard Total Bond Market II Index Fund 

Conservative Growth Portfolio  
(asset-based fee 0.51%)

Aggressive: Ages 16 - 18  
Moderate:  Ages 11 - 15  

Conservative:  Ages 6 - 10

•  
• 

40% Vanguard Institutional Total 
Stock Market Index Fund  
60% Vanguard Total Bond Market II 
Index Fund

Income Portfolio  
(asset-based fee 0.52%)

Aggressive:  Ages 19+  
Moderate:  Ages 16 - 18  

Conservative:  Ages 11 - 15

•  
• 

20% Vanguard Institutional Total 
Stock Market Index Fund  
80% Vanguard Total Bond Market II 
Index Fund

Conservative Income Portfolio
 

(asset-based fee 0.55%)
Moderate:  Ages 19+

Conservative:  Ages 16 - 18

•  75% Bonds
•  25% Short-

 term reserves

50% Vanguard Total Bond Market II Index Fund 
 25% Vanguard Inflation-Protected 

Securities Fund
 25% Vanguard Prime Money Market Fund 

Money Market Portfolio
(asset-based fee 0.59%)

Conservative:  Ages 19+
•  100% Short-

term  reserves 100% Vanguard Prime Money Market 
Fund

Total Stock Market Index 
Portfolio

(asset-based fee 0.49%)
Blended in other Portfolios •  100% Stocks

100% Vanguard Institutional Total 
Stock Market Index Fund

Social Index Portfolio
(asset-based fee 0.64%)

Not Used •  100% Stocks
100% Vanguard FTSE Social Index 
Fund

Inflation-Protected Securities 
Portfolio

(asset-based fee 0.54%)
Blended in other Portfolios •  100% Bonds

100% Vanguard Inflation-Protected 
Securities Fund

PA 529 Investment Structure
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PA 529 IP contributions and assets grew and investment performance was strong. 

Contributions.  Contributions into PA 529 IP accounts significantly increased in fiscal year 2009-10 – $157.3 
million compared to $133.8 million in 2008-09 – an increase of 17.6 percent.  This year’s contributions were  
exceeded only by those made in fiscal year 2007-08, which was the first full year in which investment management 
was under Vanguard.  The following chart shows the gross contributions by fiscal year since the inception of the  
PA 529 IP.

PA 529 IP Gross Contributions by Fiscal Year 
and % Year-Over-Year Changes
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PA 529 IP participants received $547,820 in contributions earned through the Upromise Rewards program.   
Since 2006, the total contributions into PA 529 IP accounts earned through Upromise Rewards have been 
$1,671,338.  

* July 17, 2002, to June 30, 2003.
** Investment management transferred to Vanguard November 2006 (Direct Plan) and April 2007  
     (Advisor-sold Plan).
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Total assets and overall investment performance.  The increase in contributions and solid 
investment performance resulted in substantial gains in the total assets under management of the PA 529 IP.   
The year-over-year increase in assets was the largest since investment management was transferred from  
Delaware Investments to The Vanguard Group (November 17, 2006).  Assets in the PA 529 IP as of June 30, 2010, 
were $721,801,879 compared with $548,624,179 as of June 30, 2009 – an increase of 31.6 percent.  The following  
graph shows the annual growth in assets since the Plan’s inception on July 17, 2002. 

This fiscal year, the PA 529 IP Fund as a whole saw solid investment gains, reflecting the general recovery of the 
financial markets from the turmoil of 2008.  No individual account receives the returns of the PA 529 IP Fund as  
a whole; nonetheless, it is illustrative of how the accounts have done collectively.  The graph below shows the 
 investment performance of the total PA 529 IP Fund since investment management has been under The  
Vanguard Group.

2003* 2004 2005 2006 2007** 2008 2009 2010

PA 529 IP Assets Under Management and 
%  Year-Over-Year Increase as of June 30 
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22.5%

31.6%
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Annual PA 529 IP Fund Investment Returns* as of June 30

*Weighted average of underlying mutual funds.  Graph does not reflect Plan expenses other than the underlying  
   mutual fund expenses.  Accordingly, actual returns realized were somewhat less.

*July 17, 2002, to June 30, 2003.
**Investment management transferred to Vanguard November 2006 (Direct Plan) and April 2007 (Advisor-sold Plan).
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Assets and investment performance by investment options.  The distribution of the assets 
among the 13 different investment options has remained fairly consistent over time.  The age-based options have 
comprised around 60 percent of the assets while the static options have hovered around 40 percent.  Among the 
age-based options, the Aggressive Age-Based Option has garnered the most assets (36-41 percent), followed by 
the Moderate Age-Based Option (18-20 percent), leaving just 1-3 percent in the Conservative Age-Based Option.  
Among the static options, the Aggressive Growth Option has consistently held the most assets – about 9-10  
percent – while the Social Index Portfolio has held the least – around 1 percent.  The following chart illustrates  
the distribution of assets among the investment options as of June 30, 2010.

Aggressive Age-Based 
$257,070,720.80 (35.62%)

Moderate Age-Based 
$148,724,286.22 (20.60%) 

Conservative Age-Based 
$23,498,344.63 (3.26%)

Aggressive Growth Portfolio 
$71,025,895.20 (9.84%)

Total Stock Market Index
Portfolio - $18,119,453.57 (2.51%)

Social Index Portfolio 
$5,248,990.72 (0.73%)

Growth Portfolio 
$53,808,064.78 (7.45%)

Moderate Growth Portfolio 
$50,773,548.79 (7.03%)

Conservative Growth Portfolio
- $18,694,861.35 (2.59%)

Income Portfolio 
$10,121,933.95 (1.40%)

Conservative Income
Portfolio - $18,249,346.23 (2.53%)

Inflation-Protected Securities
Portfolio - $13,603,244.80 (1.88%)

Money Market Portfolio 
$32,863,188.41 (4.55%)

Distribution of Assets Among PA 529 IP Investment Options as of June 30, 2010

35.62%

20.60%
3.26%

9.84%

2.51%

0.73%
7.45%

7.03%

2.59%
1.40%
2.53%
1.88%

4.55%
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After suffering the effects of the overall malaise of the financial markets over the last two years, investment returns 
for fiscal year 2009-10 were solid.  Because the vast majority of the PA 529 IP Fund’s assets are invested in index 
funds, they have tracked their benchmarks fairly closely – lagging slightly, primarily because program fees are 
reflected in the Plan’s portfolio returns but not in the benchmarks.  The chart below provides the returns by  
investment options for each fiscal year since investment management was converted to Vanguard and gives the  
percentage of accounts in each of those options.  It also shows the since-conversion returns.

*Partial Year November 17, 2006 - June 30, 2007 Returns.

This chart suggests that, despite the negative investment performance in 2007-08 and 2008-09 for most of those 
in age-based options who have students soon approaching college or already in college (ages 16 to 19+), investment 
returns have been mostly positive.  

FY 2006-07* FY 2007-08 FY 2008-09 FY 2009-10

% of 
Accounts

% of 
Accounts Returns Returns ReturnsReturns

% of 
Accounts

% of 
Accounts

Returns 
Since 

Conversion

Individual Options 41.0% 41.4% 40.9% 40.0%

Aggressive Growth 10.6% 9.90 10.9% -12.28 9.7% -26.97 9.4% 14.06 -5.89
Growth 9.7% 7.90 8.2% -8.71 7.1% -20.71 6.7% 13.57 -3.26
Moderate Growth 9.0% 5.80 7.0% -4.91 5.8% -14.12 5.4% 12.96 -0.67
Conservative Growth 2.5% 3.80 2.3% -1.35 2.4% -7.52 2.4% 11.93 1.62 
Income 0.8% 2.20 1.4% 2.74 1.7% -0.95 1.9% 10.48 3.92 
Conservative Income 1.1% 1.10 1.5% 7.91 2.2% 2.20 2.2% 6.46 4.85 
Money Market 2.0% 2.90 2.7% 3.69 4.0% 1.22 3.8% 0.00 2.15 
Total Stock Market 3.1% 9.10 4.1% -12.83 4.2% -26.39 4.3% 15.14 -5.79
Inflation Portfolio 0.5% 0.00 1.8% 14.80 2.4% -2.87 2.6% 8.97 5.53 
Social Index 1.7% 5.70 1.5% -21.10 1.4% -27.22 1.3% 17.79 -8.86

Age-Based Options 58.7% 58.7% 59.2% 60.1%

Aggressive 39.5% 36.6% 34.7% 34.5%
Ages 5 or younger 18.0% 9.90 16.5% -12.28 14.6% -26.97 13.7% 14.06 -5.89
Ages 6-10 11.4% 7.90 10.6% -8.71 10.5% -20.71 10.7% 13.57 -3.26
Ages 11-15 7.7% 5.80 7.0% -4.91 6.8% -14.12 6.9% 12.96 -0.67
Ages 16-18 1.9% 3.80 1.9% -1.35 2.1% -7.52 2.3% 11.93 1.62
Ages 19+ 0.5% 2.20 0.6% 2.74 0.7% -0.95 0.9% 10.48 3.92

Moderate 17.6% 18.9% 19.8% 20.4%

Ages 5 or younger 6.7% 7.90 7.5% -8.71 7.7% -20.71 7.6% 13.57 -3.26
Ages 6-10 4.5% 5.80 4.8% -4.91 5.2% -14.12 5.5% 12.96 -0.67
Ages 11-15 4.1% 3.80 4.2% -1.35 4.3% -7.52 4.5% 11.93 1.62
Ages 16-18 1.7% 2.20 1.7% 2.74 1.9% -0.95 2.0% 10.48 3.92
Ages 19+ 0.6% 1.10 0.7% 7.91 0.7% 2.20 0.8% 6.46 4.85

Conservative 1.6% 3.2% 4.7% 5.2%

Ages 5 or younger 0.7% 5.80 1.4% -4.91 1.9% -14.12 2.0% 12.96 -0.67
Ages 6-10 0.3% 3.80 0.6% -1.35 1.0% -7.52 1.1% 11.93 1.62 
Ages 11-15 0.3% 2.20 0.6% 2.74 0.9% -0.95 1.0% 10.48 3.92 
Ages 16-18 0.2% 1.10 0.4% 7.91 0.6% 2.20 0.7% 6.46 4.85 
Ages 19+ 0.1% 2.90 0.2% 3.69 0.3% 1.22 0.4% 0.00 2.15 

PA 529 IP Returns by Investment Option
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Assets and investment performance by underlying Vanguard funds.  As of June 30, 2010, the 
majority (52.0 percent) of assets were in the Total Stock Market Index, the second largest portion (31.7 percent) of 
assets were in the Total Bond Market II Index, with the remaining 16.3 percent being distributed in the other four 
funds (6.3 percent in the Prime Money Market Fund, 6.1 percent in the Total International Stock Market Index, 3.2 
percent in the Inflation-Protected Securities, and 0.7 percent in the FTSE Social Index).  See the graph below. 
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PA 529 IP Assets and Investment Performance by
Underlying Vanguard Mutual Fund as of June 30

As the graph above illustrates, the distribution of the total PA 529 IP Fund assets among the six underlying Vanguard  
mutual funds has varied only slightly over time. 

The graph also shows that after two years of returns that mirrored the poor performance of the financial markets  
in general, the Plan’s underlying Vanguard mutual funds have seen positive gains this fiscal year.
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PA 529 IP fees. 
From the transfer of investment management from Delaware Investments to Vanguard in November 2006 through 
June 30, 2010, 12 of the 13 investment options had annual asset-based fees of 70 basis points.  The thirteenth  
option, the Social Index Portfolio, had fees of 75 basis points.  Shortly after taking office, Treasurer McCord began  
to explore ways to maximize the PA 529 IP investment returns.  One of the surest ways of doing that was to reduce 
the fees.  Effective July 1, 2010, the asset-based fees were reduced as much as 30 percent.  The fees now vary by 
investment option.  But almost all accounts will pay 53 basis points or less.

Practical Implications for PA 529 IP account owners.  
What this means to those investing for college through the PA 529 IP depends, as investing so often does, on the 
timing of the investment.  To illustrate the real-life impact, the chart below gives the value on June 30, 2010, of  
a $1,000 investment being made to each of the investment options over various points of time.  

Additionally, looking at the payments made for qualified withdrawals over the lifetime of the Plan shows that on 
average, account owners who have used their accounts for higher education expenses achieved a return of  
approximately 10.9 percent.

One positive impact is the reduction in fees.  Over the remaining life of the investment management contract  
with Vanguard, even without any further future reduction, account owners collectively will save an estimated  
$12 million in fees. 

Total Return of a $1,000 Investment 

INVESTMENT  

INVESTED 
ON 

11/17/2006 

INVESTED
ON 

6/30/2007 

INVESTED 
ON 

6/30/2008 

INVESTED 
ON 

6/30/2009 

Aggressive Growth Portfolio $803.03 $730.69 $832.98 $1,140.60
Growth Portfolio $887.01 $822.06 $900.50 $1,135.70
Moderate Growth Portfolio $975.97 $922.47 $970.10 $1,129.60
Conservative Growth Portfolio $1,059.96 $1,021.15 $1,035.13 $1,119.30
Income Portfolio $1,149.02 $1,124.29 $1,094.30 $1,104.80
Conservative Income Portfolio $1,187.00 $1,174.08 $1,088.02 $1,064.60
Money Market Portfolio $1,079.99 $1,049.55 $1,012.20 $1,000.00
Total S tock Market Index Portfolio $806.04 $738.81 $847.55 $1,151.40
Inflation-Protected Securities $1,215.07 $1,215.07 $1,058.43 $1,089.70
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OUTREACH EFFORTS WERE INCREASED.

PA 529 outreach efforts were substantially ramped-up this year.  One of the most important goals for the PA 529 
Program is increasing awareness of the Program.  Each Pennsylvania family with higher education in its future 
needs to know about this great state-offered program.  Of course, increased awareness alone is not enough.   
Families need to be encouraged to open accounts and begin saving as early in their children’s lives as possible.   
And those with accounts need to be encouraged to save enough.  These are the three goals of the PA 529 Program’s 
outreach efforts.

The General Fund appropriation has been eliminated for outreach in recent years because of the Commonwealth’s 
budget issues; therefore, outreach costs have become part of the Program’s expenses.  The formidable challenge is 
to maximize outreach while keeping costs low.  To tackle this challenge, this fiscal year the Program has deliberately 
limited the more traditional (and expensive) marketing approaches such as television, radio, and print advertising 
and, instead, focused more on very targeted, direct communications with extensive use of the Internet and earned 
media.

This new outreach strategy has produced great results.  As shown in the discussions below, new accounts, total  
accounts, and new contributions all increased this year.
 

GROSS NEW ACCOUNTS INCREASED.

There were 7,983 new PA 529 GSP accounts opened this fiscal year.  This is a dramatic increase of 32 percent  
compared with last fiscal year (6,047).  7,494 new PA 529 IP accounts were opened compared to 8,461 in 2008-09 
– a decrease of 11.4 percent.  Looking at the PA 529 Program as a whole, however, there were 15,477 new accounts 
opened, compared with 14,508 in 2008-09, for a total Program increase of 6.7 percent.   The graph below shows the 
history of the new accounts over the last five years.
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TOTAL ENROLLMENT INCREASED.

Total enrollment for the PA 529 Program increased to 150,137 – an increase of 5.8 percent over June 30, 2009.   
The PA 529 GSP increased to 91,580 from 88,979 – an increase of 2.9 percent – while the PA 529 IP increased to 
58,557 from 52,812 – an increase of 10.9 percent.  The graph below provides the history of net total enrollment over 
the last five years.

Total Net Enrollment as of June 30 and % Year-Over-Year Changes 
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17,837 STUDENTS USED THEIR PA 529 ACCOUNTS FOR  
SCHOOL – EARNING $50.3 MILLION.

The number of students who used their PA 529 accounts continued to grow.  In this fiscal year, compared to last, 
12.1 percent more students (14,462 versus 12,907) used their PA 529 GSP account and 27.7 percent more students 
(3,375 versus 2,642) used their PA 529 IP accounts.  The amount of payouts also increased:  13.4 percent for the  
PA 529 GSP and 7.6 percent for the PA 529 IP.  The following chart details the usage for qualified withdrawals this  
fiscal year and since each Plan’s inception.

*Average aggregate return.

Most significantly, this year alone families who use their PA 529 GSP accounts for higher education collectively 
gained $47,310,741 in growth by saving through the Plan; since inception, they gained $211,937,664 – for an average 
“return” of 42.6 percent.  Families taking withdrawals from the PA 529 IP for higher education expenses had  
collective gains of $2,983,838; since inception, they gained $10,586,303 – for an average return of 10.9 percent.

PA 529 GSP 
FY 2009-10

PA 529 IP
FY 2009-10

Combined 
FY 2009-10

PA 529 GSP 
Since Began 

 

(9/1997)

PA 529 IP 
Since Began     

(7/17/2002)

Combined 
Since Began

No. of 
Payments 

35,912 7,973 43,885 184,385 23,143 207,528

$ Amount of 
Payments 

$153,654,268 $36,717,829 $190,372,097 $709,216,288 $107,387,982  $816,604,271 

Amount of 
Gain  

$47,310,741 
(44.5%) *

$2,983,838 
(8.8%)*

$50,294,579 
(35.9%)* 

$211,937,664 
(42.6%)* 

$10,586,303 
(10.9%)* 

$222,523,967 
(37.5%)*

No. of 
Beneficiaries

14,462 17,837 10,8253,375 33,682  44,507

No. of 
Schools 
Attended  

1,051 N/A 1,051 1,669 N/A 1,669

Negative 
Surrender 
Value 
Payments 

32,054 / 89.3% N/A N/A 115,074 / 62.4% N/A N/A

Surrender 
Value 

- $29,947,889 N/A N/A - $60,790,528 N/A N/A

PA 529 Payments for Higher Education
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Once again this year, PA 529 GSP qualified withdrawals illustrated the value of the Plan’s guarantee.  While  
PA 529 GSP Fund investment returns were good this year, past underperformance resulted in nearly 90 percent 
of payments being higher than the account’s Market Value.  Out of 35,912 qualified payments,  32,054 (89 percent) 
enjoyed the additional benefit from the guarantee – up from 87.6 percent in 2008-09.  The aggregate effect of the 
qualified withdrawals made this fiscal year was a negative surrender value of  -$29,947,889 on total withdrawals  
of $153,654,268.  From the inception of the PA 529 GSP through the end of fiscal year 2009-10, out of 184,385  
payments, 115,074 (62.4 percent) benefited from the guarantee.  The total shortfall amount for all qualified  
withdrawals through June 30, 2010, was -$60,609,528.
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FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS.

The Program’s enabling legislation requires that the annual report present findings and recommendations.  

Both Funds have improved significantly.
Details on both Funds are given earlier in this report.  In summary, both Funds are growing, investment  
performance was exceptionally strong in fiscal year 2009-10 and, largely as a result, the PA 529 GSP Fund  
actuarial status hasimproved to a funded level of 88.2 percent as of June 30, 2010, and 93.62 percent as of  
September 30, 2010.

Treasury plans a review of the PA 529 IP investment options – particularly in relation to other states’ offerings.  
In addition, Treasurer McCord continues to look for ways to lower Plan fees even more.

The Pennsylvania Treasury has three continuing goals for the PA 529 GSP Plan: to maximize investment  
relative to risks, to increase savings for college, and to make the Plan more efficient. 

Recent actions have increased the fiscal sufficiency of the PA 529 GSP Fund.
Actuarial projections regarding net investment returns and tuition inflation suggest that future contributions,  
including premiums, are likely to be adequate to allow the PA 529 GSP Fund to meet its obligations with regard to 
those contributions.  However, investment returns in 2008 and tuition inflation history relative to some existing 
contributions have created the actuarial deficit that currently exists.  To address this situation, Treasurer McCord 
has taken several actions.   

First, Treasury made adjustments to the asset allocation of the Plan’s assets.  This successfully provided the 
opportunity for increased returns with reduced volatility.  The current authorization of investments was sufficient  
to permit these adjustments and any future adjustments.  A change in that authorization is not necessary. 

Second, the tuition credit price was adjusted to include premiums for Tuition Levels that have historically had 
higher tuition inflation and are projected to continue to have higher than average tuition inflation in the future.  
This will help ensure that the actuarial deficit does not increase. 

Third, administrative fees were changed from a flat $25 per account to an asset-based fee of 0.49 percent.  This 
allows more of the expenses of the Plan to be covered by fees rather than investment returns.  

The “guarantee” of the PA 529 GSP continues to be a concern.
The guarantee is provided only by the PA 529 GSP Fund itself.  Treasury believes that the risk of the Fund ever 
being unable to meet its then-due obligations is low.  Nevertheless, having some type of additional support for the 
Plan’s obligations is important to its growth and financial health.  It is recommended that some additional backing 
for the PA 529 GSP be considered.
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Pennsylvania’s tax treatment of non-Pennsylvania 529 programs hinders  
Pennsylvania’s own Program.  
Pennsylvania provides a tax deduction for contributions made to any 529 program.  Most other states providing a 
tax deduction do so only for contributions to their home-state programs (30 states).   Pennsylvania is one of only five 
states that give a tax deduction for participants in non-home-state 529 plans – and it is the only large state to do so.  
This means, for example, that a Pennsylvanian can make contributions to the New York 529 plan and take  
Pennsylvania’s generous tax deduction.  Yet the reverse is not true.  A New Yorker making a contribution to  
Pennsylvania’s 529 Program cannot claim New York’s tax deduction.  This puts Pennsylvania’s Program at a  
competitive disadvantage.  

Based on data from the Pennsylvania Revenue Department, Treasury estimates that more than $177 million in  
contributions a year are lost to out-of-state 529 programs.

With regard to the PA 529 IP, fees charged to participants are to a large extent based on the assets under  
management.  For example, New York’s Vanguard fund - based plan has assets of over $8 billion and fees of just 
25 basis points (compared to Pennsylvania’s similar Plan with $800 million in assets and average fees of 53 basis 
points).  So the exodus of contributions from Pennsylvania is making it difficult for Pennsylvania to obtain and offer 
the lowest possible fees. 

With regard to the PA 529 GSP, as explained above, increased contributions are important to the Plan’s fiscal  
soundness.  Money leaving Pennsylvania is money not saved in the PA 529 GSP and a cause of higher fees.  

As a result of this tax situation, Pennsylvanians are in effect subsidizing other states’ 529 programs.   
Pennsylvanians’ assets in out-of-state plans are helping to cover the expenses of those plans.  Many plans waive or 
reduce account maintenance fees for in-state participants.  And some use revenues from their programs (revenues 
generated in part from Pennsylvanians) to provide scholarships only for their states’ residents.  

Several national 529 program experts have advised Treasury that the single biggest hindrance to Pennsylvania’s 
Program is this “tax parity” offered by only five of the fifty states.  It is recommended that this provision of  
Pennsylvania’s tax law be addressed.  
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AS OF JUNE 30, 2010, 
THE PA 529 COLLEGE SAVINGS 
PROGRAM HAS PAID OUT 
OVER $816 MILLION TO HELP 
MAKE COLLEGE POSSIBLE FOR 
44,507 STUDENTS ATTENDING 
MORE THAN 1,669 DIFFERENT 
SCHOOLS. 



The Pennsylvania 529 College Savings Program

The Pennsylvania 529 College Savings Program sponsors two plans — the PA 529 Guaranteed Savings Plan (GSP) 
and the PA 529 Investment Plan (IP).  The guarantee of the PA 529 Guaranteed Savings Plan is an obligation of the 
GSP Fund, not the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania or any state agency.  Before investing, please carefully read the 
disclosure statements, available at PA529.com or by calling us at 1-800-440-4000, to learn more about the plans, 

including investment objectives, risks, fees, and tax implications. 

The Pennsylvania 529 College Savings Program | 607 South Drive, Suite 529 |  Harrisburg, Pennsylvania 17120  
PA529.com | 717.772.5000


